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Cruz Maria   0:03 

Out. 

I do apologize for my voice. 

It's a little bit raspy today, so just bear with me and please use the chat feature to 

check in by letting everyone know who you are, which company you're with, and how 

to get ahold of you, whether it be via email or phone number, and then request we 

request that any questions be asked. 

Also under the Q&A feature, just for easier tracking and response as we start this 

meeting, everyone is muted. 

If you have a comment or question, please raise your hand and be recognized. 

Once recognized, we will enable you to unmute your mic just to speak when 

speaking. 

Please be sure to identify who you are, what company or what union you're with and 

who you're directing your question to, whether it be the sub currently being 

discussed or directly to the GC. 

If you do not have a microphone or encounter any glitches, please use the chat or 

Q&A feature to communicate with the group to help save time during these 

meetings. 

We are requesting that our Union reps accept assignments in the chat. 

We understand that for the record purposes, having it verbally noted is important, so 

I will note the acceptance of assignments before moving on to the next contractor. 

If no hands or comments or challenges, or even know acceptances are noted in the 

chat, it is understood that the assignment is accepted final, and will be noted as no 

comment, no issue in the meeting minutes. 

Now the chat and Q&A reports will be uploaded to the cloud for your review as well. 

I am or your cruise. 

The primary contact for the day to day questions regarding the PSA participation on 

this project. 



Also on the call is our wonderful PSA team not on the call today is director George 

Harris, who gets involved in any elevated matters that may arise. 

We also want to welcome to today's meeting Stephanie Foy, the senior project 

manager and Steph, the last fellow staff. 

Can you help me with last name? 

 

Stephanie Valasek   2:06 

It's valasek. 

 

Cruz Maria   2:08 

Valasek Steph Valasek, who is also the project manager on this project, and they are 

with Swinnerton. 

 

Stephanie Valasek   2:10 

Yep. 

Thank you. 

 

Cruz Maria   2:15 

Next, we're just going to review the significance of the pre job conference. 

First thing is that it's a mandatory meeting under section 8.5 of the PSA which states 

in short to avoid jurisdictional disputes, a pre job conference is required to be held 

prior to the start of work by all contractors at every level performing covered work by 

this agreement for the purpose of reviewing scopes and determining crafts to be 

used, establishing manpower needs getting idea of the job site schedules and of 

course the working rules. 

Now, in our Article 16, it goes into further details describing the activities to take 

place during this pre job conference, noting that all work assignments should be 

disclosed by each contractor and if a formal jurisdictional dispute between unions on 

an assignment pops up, they will be noted in the meeting minutes and then we're 

gonna review how those are handled shortly. 

Additionally, the purpose of the pre job conference is to bring together the district, 

the GCC subcontractors and tiers with the Union to ensure everyone's on the same 

page with scopes and schedules, noting that every contractor with a signed contract 

or PO, including all tiered Subs, must be identified and are required to sign and 

submit a letter of a set by the end of this meeting, our goal is that all work 



assignments be completed, being permanent and final. 

Next step is just a quick review of how the crew set up for our PSA projects works. 

The PSA implements what is called a composite crew concept, meaning if your 

company is not signatory to a union outside of this PSA project and your work 

requires a crew of two or more people per trade, you are required to utilize the 

unions hiring call for manpower as a non signatory contractor, you are allowed three 

core workers per trade. 

However, per the PSA hiring rules, each core worker will be required to register with 

the applicable union and or unions. 

If you got that Jack of all trades, umm per segment prior to performing work on site 

per section 3.6 in the PSA, the composite crew is made up of a ratio of 1 to 1 core 

workers to union dispatch workers up to your 3 core workers. 

So if you have a crew of snakes, your 3 core workers will be the first, third and 5th 

workers on site, with the Union dispatch workers being the 2nd, 4th, and 6th. 

Now, if you have a crew larger than six, all additional members will be from the 

Union dispatch calls per trade. 

When we when requesting dispatch from the Union hall, a contractor can and we 

always say should stipulate any specific needs that are required to complete the task, 

especially if there's any kind of licenses or certifications that are required to do the 

work. 

Depending on the Union, the contractor can request workers by name and can 

request workers from the districts identified priority ZIP codes. 

So the district has goals for employing residents of San Diego County residents 

within the district boundaries, and then residents within our district targeted ZIP 

codes, which have been identified on the paperwork given to the GC and to our Subs 

at today's meeting, each contractor will be asked to make a work assignment. 

Each sub, including tier Subs, are responsible for making their own work 

assignments, and GCC cannot make a work assignment for a sub. 

A sub can't make a work assignment for a tier. 

All sub should have already submitted, completed and submitted a pre job forum 

describing their scope of work and assignments. 

If you're on the call and you have not submitted a pre job form in our app, I always 

say get it done before the end of the meeting. 

Raise your hand at the end of the meeting and we can review your form at that time. 

The contractor has the right to choose the assignment of scope as long as the Union 



being assigned claims and accepts it. 

Once it's scope of work is assigned to a craft and or union, it is considered final and 

can only be changed one of two ways. 

The two unions involved discuss and agree to the change or at the direction of an 

arbitrator, through a process that is outside of this PSA, meeting changes other than 

work assignments such as scopes of work and how they're detailed or not detailed or 

needed. 

More clarification need to be reflected on the pre job form and will need to be 

revised and submitted resubmitted right away. 

OK, now let's get into reviewing how this meeting's gonna go. 

So I'm gonna have staff describe the overall scope of the project, noting if they're 

gonna be self performing and this is the second meeting. 

So they have already done this on the first meeting and their assignments were 

accepted. 

Then I'm gonna pull out the paperwork of each sub in order. 

You'll notice over here is the list of Subs we're going to be covering. 

Anybody that says published is someone we're going to be covering and that sub 

will then raise their hand, be recognized, read out their scope as shown on the page. 

If they want to add more details, that's fine. 

They're gonna read out their assignments and then a dignify any tier Subs after tier 

Subs are identified. 

If there's any questions from the unions or comments and we'll recognize those at 

the at that time. 

Now if the sub is not present, step will read the scope and assignment and answer 

any questions or take notes of the questions for the sub to respond to you later. 

Now, if a Union challenges the work assignments, one of the following scenarios is 

gonna happen. 

The first we will check to see if the Union being assigned is present and accepts 

worked as described. 

2nd, If the Union assigned the work is absent, we will note the challenge and ensure 

the contractor is aware of the challenge. 

3rd if the sub is absent, the challenge will be noted and the GC will notify the sub of 

the challenge. 

We do like to remind the contractors that it that the work assignment is 100% up to 

them and is final work assignments will not be changed unless the two unions agree 



or an arbitrator orders it. 

And then just to reiterate from earlier to help us save time, we have a lot of 

contractors to get through on this meeting a little bit over 35. 

So just to help save time during these meetings, if we can have our Union reps 

accept assignments in the chat, I will verbally note the acceptance. 

And again, if there are no challenges or acceptances, it's understood that that 

assignment is accepted in final. 

OK, so staff, I'm gonna bring this up again. 

This is the second meeting. 

So the DIR number, prevailing wage, contract amount or DI number here and stuff. 

If I can go ahead and have you read the overall contract, let me zoom in a little bit 

more. 

 

Stephanie Valasek   8:58 

Thanks. 

Perfect summary there. 

 

Cruz Maria   9:01 

Yes, please. 

 

Stephanie Valasek   9:03 

OK, so Euclid Elementary School is an existing elementary school being modernized 

for a capacity of 570 students. 

The whole site modernization includes renovation and reconfiguration of the existing 

CDC building, which will become the new kindergarten special. Ed. 

Building B will also be reconfigured and renovated, along with minor reconfiguration 

and modernization in the admin and building A and modernization of the 

auditorium, new Grass field, new parking lot with drop off and lower grade 

playground will be constructed once permanent buildings see and K and 11 portable 

buildings, plus one restroom building are demolished. 

 

Cruz Maria   9:44 

Perfect. 

OK, so the first step that we're gonna review is Angeles waterproofing. 

Do we have anybody with Angelus waterproofing? 



I'm here today. 

Please raise your hand and be recognized. 

There we go, Jacob. 

So I have allowed your mic, so go ahead and unmute yourself. 

 

Jacob Samuel   10:05 

Hi, this is Jacob Samuel with Andrews waterproofing I am covering for David Felix as 

he's out of the office. 

We are only performing the roofing on this project and we are signatory to local 45 

with no Subs and no equipment. 

 

Cruz Maria   10:17 

OK. 

And just to clarify, you guys are performing the roofing or you guys are performing 

the waterproofing on the roof? 

 

Jacob Samuel   10:24 

We're doing the roofing on the roof. 

 

Cruz Maria   10:27 

OK, so currently the overall scope just shows as waterproofing, so then I will need to 

send this form back to so you can add the roofing aspect of it as well. 

Umm. 

And then I see no other hands in no comments. 

So we'll go ahead and return this form to you to let to be able to have it. 

Note that it's the roofing and waterproofing for this project, and then at the next and 

then once that's updated, we'll send it back out and we will go from there. 

 

Jacob Samuel   11:01 

I do apologize. 

I just checked our submittal. 

It is the waterproofing on the roof. 

I'm sorry about that. 

 

Cruz Maria   11:06 



Ohh no problem. 

That's why I just wanted to clarify. 

So you guys are only performing waterproofing, no roofing. 

 

Jacob Samuel   11:08 

Yes. 

That is correct. 

 

Cruz Maria   11:13 

OK, perfect. 

OK. So. 

 

Stephanie Foy   11:15 

It's anything in waterproofing. 

 

Cruz Maria   11:19 

Begin stuff. 

 

Stephanie Foy   11:19 

You guys are good. 

Yeah, you guys are doing the roofing as well on the roofs. 

So I would get that updated. 

 

Jacob Samuel   11:26 

Got you. OK. 

 

Cruz Maria   11:29 

OK. 

So we will mark this one as revise and resubmit and send that back. 

OK. 

So thank you, Jacob. 

We'll get that back to you and then we will talk about it later at the next meeting. 

 

Jacob Samuel   11:43 

Thank you. 



 

Cruz Maria   11:43 

OK. 

So thank you. 

Next up, do we have anyone from design hardware on the call? 

Please raise your hand and be recognized. 

There we go. 

OK, your mic is now unmuted. 

If you can unmute yourself. 

 

Design Hardware - Karina   12:05 

Hi, my name is Karina with design hardware. 

Umm, we are doing the doors, frames and hardware on this project. 

 

Cruz Maria   12:17 

OK. 

And who you are assigning that word to. 

 

Design Hardware - Karina   12:20 

Are we have assigned it to JLM installations? 

 

Cruz Maria   12:25 

So you guys are not self performing any work on this project? 

 

Design Hardware - Karina   12:28 

That's correct. 

 

Cruz Maria   12:30 

OK, so I'll be returning this form back to you as well. 

So we can remove this crew in assignment as you guys are just acting as the supplier 

and vendor, not actually the installation. 

Correct. 

 

Design Hardware - Karina   12:43 

Yes. 



 

Cruz Maria   12:44 

OK, so this will be sent back to you and then we will go ahead and review your sub 

JLM installation. 

Umm. 

I see Darci's hand is up, Darcy. 

I just. 

I'm muted yourself if you can go ahead and unmute. 

 

Darcy Nordstrom   13:00 

That's Carson N from jail installation. 

 

Cruz Maria   13:01 

OK. 

 

Darcy Nordstrom   13:03 

Will be doing all the installation of the doors frames, hardware sidelights or signatory 

to local 619. 

 

Cruz Maria   13:12 

OK, perfect. 

And I see Chris Allen has his hand up. 

Chris, go ahead and unmute yourself. 

 

Chris Allen   13:19 

Chris Rowen, Western States Regional Council of carpenters. 

We accept our work assignments from our city Tory contractor. 

Thank you. 

 

Cruz Maria   13:26 

Thank you, Chris and Patrick Davidson. 

Go ahead and unmute yourself. 

 

Patrick Davidson   13:32 

Hello, Patrick Davidson, local 13-9, glaziers Union Local 39. 



Glacials will put a claim on all hand setting of glass and side lights for this project. 

Thank you. 

 

Cruz Maria   13:46 

OK. 

Thank you. 

Will get that noted in the meeting minutes. 

OK. 

And then just to be clear, Umm, Darcy, are you guys doing any kind of installation of 

the lights or glass glazing? 

 

Stephanie Foy   14:04 

No, our Glazer should be doing that, Maria. 

 

Cruz Maria   14:07 

OK, perfect. 

So then we'll get to that assignment a little bit later. 

 

Patrick Davidson   14:11 

Alright, perfect. 

 

Cruz Maria   14:11 

Alright, perfect. 

 

Patrick Davidson   14:12 

Thank you. 

 

Cruz Maria   14:13 

Thank you. 

Next up is Clarion. 

Do we have anyone from Clarion on the call? 

If so, please raise your hand and be recognized. 

All right. 

Seeing no hands, staff, if you can go ahead and read their overall scope and their 

assignments. 



 

Stephanie Valasek   14:32 

Yes. 

So Clarion will be doing our final cleaning on this and they have selected laborers 

local 89. 

 

Cruz Maria   14:41 

OK. 

OK and. 

Rocio, Oregon is on the call, but she doesn't have a mic, and in the chat local 89 does 

accept the assignment. 

All right, seeing no additional hands or comments, we will move on to coast building 

products. 

Do we have anyone from coast building products on the call? 

Please raise your hand and be recognized? 

All right. 

I see no hands stuff. 

If you can go ahead and read for them. 

 

Stephanie Valasek   15:15 

Yes. 

So Coast Building products will be doing the thermal and acoustical insulation at 

interior walls, exterior walls and roof, and they have selected carpenters local 619. 

 

Cruz Maria   15:27 

Perfect. 

OK. 

And I see no hands up and nothing in the chat. 

So we are gonna say that this is accepted and final carpenters have accepted it in the 

chat. 

Alright, perfect. 

Next up is Haxton masonry. 

Do we have anyone from Haxton in the call? 

Please raise your hand and be recognized. 



I ain't seen no hands stuff. 

If you can read their scope and their assignments, please. 

 

Stephanie Valasek   16:02 

Yes, Sir. 

So Haxton will be completing the masonry work and they have selected laborers 

local 89 as well as the brick layers and allied Craftsman Local 4. 

 

Cruz Maria   16:14 

Perfect. 

OK. 

And seeing no hands raised for questions or comments, local 89 does accept in the 

chat and I have Chris Allen with a hand. 

Chris, go ahead. 

 

Chris Allen   16:30 

Christopher Allen, Western States Regional Council. 

What is the overall height of the CMU structure? 

 

Stephanie Valasek   16:41 

I'm not sure of the specific height actually. 

 

Chris Allen   16:47 

And is this scaffolding frame or system? 

 

Stephanie Valasek   16:51 

I don't believe they'll be needing scaffolding for this work. 

 

Stephanie Foy   16:55 

Double pilasters and leave. 

 

Chris Allen   16:56 

Thank you. 



 

Stephanie Valasek   16:58 

Yeah. 

 

Chris Allen   16:58 

Got it. 

Thank you. 

 

Cruz Maria   17:00 

Thank you, Chris. 

OK. 

And Local 4 also accepts the work in the chat. 

All right. 

See no additional hands or comments. 

We will move on to FJ Willard, who was in the last meeting, so we're gonna be 

looking at their Subs, cutting core. 

Do we have anybody from cut and core in the call? 

Please raise your hand and be recognized. 

If not cutting cord, do we have anybody from FG? 

Will it on the call to read for their their tier, raise your hand to be recognized? 

Seeing no hands, staff, will you go ahead and read. 

Ohh, wait. 

Sonia, there's Sonia. 

 

Stephanie Valasek   17:39 

Ah. 

 

Cruz Maria   17:41 

OK, so now your mic has been enabled. 

Go ahead and unmute yourself. 

 

Sonya Mancilla   17:47 

Hi I am cutting core will be doing some saw cutting as needed and they are signatory 

to local 89. 



 

Cruz Maria   17:57 

Perfect. 

Thank you, Sonia. 

Seeing no additional hands and local 89 does Sept accept the assignment in the 

chat? 

We will go ahead and move on to our next contractor who is also a tier to FJ Willard. 

It's cable pipe and leak. 

Do we have anyone with cable pipe and leak on the call? 

There we go. 

Terry, go ahead. 

I just enabled your mic. 

Go ahead and unmute yourself. 

And then Terry, if you have, if you're having troubles on Mikey or unmuting yourself, 

you can write in the chat and we can have Sonia read for you as well right now. 

Sonia, if we can have you read their scope and their assignments. 

 

Sonya Mancilla   18:49 

Yes, uh Cpl will be doing utility locating service, just kind of spraying on the ground. 

Yep, and they are signatory to laborers local 89. 

 

Cruz Maria   19:03 

Perfect. 

Thank you. 

Thank you, Terry. 

I see no hands and local 89 does accept in the chat. 

Thank you guys very much. 

We are now going to FJ Willard's last year or binas master sweeping. 

Do we have anybody from urbinas on the call? 

If so, please raise your hand. 

Victor, let me enable you mic. 

Your mic is enabled. 

Go ahead and unmute yourself. 

 

Victor Urbina   19:31 



Hello, this is Victor with happiness. 

Master sweeping. 

We'll be doing some of the sweeping on site during haul routes and for regular 

maintenance on call for Willard and we are signatory to local 12 union. 

 

Cruz Maria   19:47 

Perfect. 

Thank you, victor. 

I see no hands and local 12 has accepted this assignment in the chat. 

So thank you, Victor. 

And we will move on to our next subcontractor. 

So thank you, Sonia as well. 

So glass and glazing, which is syntax glazing, so do we have anybody from syntax 

glazing on the call? 

If so, please raise your hand. 

Timothy, let me. 

OK I have enabled your mic. 

If you can unmute yourself. 

Timothy Chapman. 

 

Stephanie Valasek   20:26 

I believe Timothy is actually from PGC. 

 

Cruz Maria   20:28 

Ohh. 

OK, OK. 

 

Stephanie Valasek   20:30 

And also did we intentionally skip Gary Rowe or are we going back to them? 

 

Cruz Maria   20:30 

Well, if we. 

Oh, sorry about that. 

No, we did accidentally. 



 

Stephanie Valasek   20:36 

Just wanted to check. 

 

Cruz Maria   20:38 

No, thank you for verifying it. 

So uh Gary Rowe, an associate or associates, do we have anybody from Gary on the 

call? 

If so, please raise your hand and be recognized. 

Seeing no hands, umm. If we. 

Oh, there we go. 

Gary, I have enabled your mic. 

Go ahead and unmute yourself. 

Ohh Gary, did we lose you? 

There he is, OK. 

All right, your mic is enabled. 

If you can just unmute yourself. 

 

Gary Raub   21:21 

I'm here. 

Can you hear me? 

 

Cruz Maria   21:23 

Yep, loud and clear. 

 

Gary Raub   21:25 

OK, very good. 

 

Cruz Maria   21:29 

If you can read your scope of work and your assignments, please. 

 

Gary Raub   21:33 

Scope of work is demolition, removal of existing storage, cleaning, treatment for fire 

retardants, Y replacement and reinstallation of stage draperies and associated track 

and rigging. 



 

Cruz Maria   21:46 

OK, perfect. 

In your assignment. 

 

Gary Raub   21:49 

Local 229 iron workers. 

 

Cruz Maria   21:53 

Perfect. 

Thank you. 

I seeing no hands currently in the chat. 

Local 229 accepts in the chat and that will do it. 

Thank you, Gary. 

Appreciate your time. 

 

Gary Raub   22:07 

Thank you. Bye. 

 

Cruz Maria   22:09 

You bye. 

OK, now to syntax glazing. 

So if we do have anybody with syntax, please go ahead and raise your hand. 

 

Gary Raub   22:20 

OK. 

 

Cruz Maria   22:22 

If not staff, if you can read for them. 

 

Stephanie Valasek   22:26 

I'll just jump in here, so syntax is going to be doing our glass and glazing installation 

and they have selected the Glazers and floor covers local 1399. 

 

Cruz Maria   22:37 



OK. 

In 1399, has accepted in the chat. 

I see no additional hands or comments. 

We will go ahead and move on to interior systems, which is TNH interior systems. 

Do we have anybody with interior systems on the call? 

If so, please raise your hand and be recognized. 

OK. 

Sylvia, I just enabled your mic. 

If you can go ahead and unmute yourself. 

You can trying to mute if you can't unmute, that's fine. 

We can have stuff read for you if you have any problems, you can just use the chat 

feature. 

OK, so her mic is not working. 

If you can go ahead and read the scope and assignment stuff. 

 

Stephanie Valasek   23:26 

Yes. 

So interior services will be doing the window covering scope of work and has also 

selected local 1399. 

 

Cruz Maria   23:34 

Perfect. 

Thank you. 

Seeing no hands, 1399 has accepted in the chat and thank you, Sylvia. 

We will move on to Jensen landscaping and with this one, we're going to also do an 

asterisk. 

So let me first go ahead and unmute Chris love money. 

So Chris, I've unmuted you and so for the asterisk part, uh Jensen landscaping has a 

couple different licenses that they're under. 

This one was assigned in the system. 

They're actually going to be working on this project under 881723. 

Currently the system for adding new contractors into the system is down, but once 

it's back up we will re add them under the correct license. 

Copy everything that's here today, including any notes into the new assignment, and 



then go from there. 

So Chris, if I can go ahead and have you read your overall scope and assignments. 

 

Chris Perry   24:34 

OK. 

Thank you. 

And that entity name will be Jensen landscape and construction company. 

For this job, we are doing the landscaping irrigation on the project and it will be 

100% self performed. 

 

Cruz Maria   24:47 

Perfect. 

And then the classifications you're going to be using who you're assigning it to. 

 

Chris Perry   24:52 

Uh were locally 89. 

 

Cruz Maria   24:57 

OK, perfect. 

And then Sarkis, I see your hand up. 

Go ahead. 

 

Sarkis McClement   25:03 

Yeah. 

Thank you. 

This is Sarkis from the operators. 

Say you have listed many X and skid steer on there. 

Do you anticipate using those or are you gonna use a trencher walk behind trencher 

only? 

 

Chris Perry   25:16 

Umm, probably many X and walk behind trencher as well. 

 

Sarkis McClement   25:21 

OK. 



So just just for your information, the maniacs and the skid steer would fall under the 

classification of operating engineer. 

My contact is in the chat. 

If you scroll up, please give me a call after this so we can discuss that further. 

 

Chris Perry   25:35 

OK. 

 

Sarkis McClement   25:35 

And you know I'm. 

Ask you to update your pre job form here to list Local 12 for the equipment aspect of 

what you're doing, and then once you do that, we'll go ahead and accept the 

assignment. 

 

Chris Perry   25:43 

OK. 

Got it. 

 

Cruz Maria   25:49 

OK. 

Thank you, Sir. 

Keys. 

Uh Jose Estrada, go ahead. 

 

Jose Estrada   25:55 

Yes, we'd be using a on site dump truck or water truck at all. 

This question is for the contract, yeah. 

 

Cruz Maria   26:05 

For Chris. 

Yeah. Hey. 

 

Chris Perry   26:09 

Say, what was your question again? 



 

Jose Estrada   26:11 

Ohh, I'd be using a a dump truck on site. 

 

Chris Perry   26:15 

Uh, no. 

 

Jose Estrada   26:16 

Alright, thank you. 

 

Cruz Maria   26:18 

OK. 

So Chris, we're gonna go ahead and return this form to you to update the mini X in 

skid steer classification and in the chat local 89 does accept the work for the 

landscape and irrigation. 

 

Chris Perry   26:32 

OK. 

 

Cruz Maria   26:33 

Alright. 

Thank you, Chris. 

And we will move on to our next contractor, which is Cameron. 

 

Chris Perry   26:35 

Thank you. 

 

Cruz Maria   26:41 

So they are not performing any work. 

So when we do Corey Corey, your mic has been enabled. 

If I can go ahead and have you unmute yourself. 

 

Corey Stiles   26:52 

Yeah, this is Corey styles with camera metalworks. 



Uh, we're doing all the food service kitchen equipment. 

We are signatory to local 105 sheet metal. 

 

Cruz Maria   27:01 

OK. 

And then for this project, are you gonna be working with the local 206 as they're the 

ones who are signatory to this PSA? 

 

Corey Stiles   27:10 

Umm yes, we actually. 

Yes we will, yes. 

 

Cruz Maria   27:14 

OK. 

Perfect. 

Just wanted to clarify that. OK. 

And I see no hands up and nothing currently in the chat. 

 

Jose Estrada   27:23 

Brother, in here. 

Hey, good morning, Jose. 

How are? 

 

Cruz Maria   27:27 

Now, umm, so we will have this one as accepted in final without challenge. 

And thank you very much. 

We will move on to our next contractor, McKinley Elevator. 

Do we have anyone with McKinley elevator on the call? 

See no hands if we can have stuff. 

Just read this one and they're not going to be performing work. 

They have it here. 

 

Stephanie Valasek   27:54 

Yes, they will just be providing the wheelchair lift in Ace will be their sub tier doing 

the installation work. 



 

Cruz Maria   28:02 

OK. 

And is ace equipment on the call? 

If so, please raise your hand. 

OK, seeing no hand and nothing in the chat stuff. 

If you can go ahead and read their scope in their assignment. 

 

Stephanie Valasek   28:15 

Yes, so ease equipment will be completing the installation of the wheelchair lift and 

has selected the International Union of Elevator Constructors. 

 

Cruz Maria   28:25 

I OK and then seeing no hands and nothing in the chat, we will mark this as final and 

permanent and move on to Murray Company. 

Is there anyone from Murray Company on the call? 

Yeah. 

Jacob. 

Jacob, your Mike has been enabled. 

Go ahead and unmute yourself. 

 

Jacob Pessa   28:47 

Good afternoon. 

My name is Jacob Pessoa. 

I'm with Murray company. 

We'll be performing the HVAC sheet, metal and mechanical pipe and scope for this 

project that will be assigning local 206 the sheet metal work and will be assigning 

local 230 our mechanical pipework. 

 

Cruz Maria   29:02 

Perfect. 

Thank you. 

Let me see. 

See no additional hands and nothing currently in the comments and these were 

already accepted. 



It looks like at the last meeting, so we will just move into your tier sub MOB is MOB 

on the line. 

If not, Jacob will help. 

There we go. 

Tim, Tim, your Mike has been enabled. 

 

Jacob Pessa   29:27 

Well. 

 

Cruz Maria   29:28 

If you can go ahead and unmute yourself. 

 

Tim Houchins   29:36 

Good morning. 

 

Cruz Maria   29:36 

Yeah. 

There you go. 

 

Tim Houchins   29:38 

Well, we're performing the test and balance of the HVAC systems. 

This is 100% self performed and we are signatory to local 206. 

 

Cruz Maria   29:50 

Perfect. 

Thank you. 

I see no hands for comments or questions and nothing in the chat, so we will go 

ahead and mark this as final and thank you, Tim. 

Moving on to the next tier, which is next level HVAC energy management and we got 

Brendan on the calls. 

Let me your mic has been enabled if you can. 

I know mute yourself. 

 

Brendon Burrola   30:15 

Yeah, Brendan Burrola next level energy management systems, we are doing the 



HVAC control. 

So providing all the material and programming of all the HVAC controls on the 

project, we will not be self performing. 

We have a tier contractor and under us which is Robinson Electric. 

 

Cruz Maria   30:37 

OK. 

And see no additional hands or comments as of yet. 

We will go ahead and mark this as accepted and final and then we will now go to 

your tier, Robinson. 

And are they on the call? 

Is anybody from Robinson Electric on the call? 

If so, please raise your hand, and if not, Tim. 

Tim, if we can have you read? 

 

Brendon Burrola   31:08 

Believe I'll be reading. Yeah. 

 

Cruz Maria   31:10 

Oh, I'm sorry, Brendan. Yeah. 

 

Brendon Burrola   31:12 

So they'll be doing all the low voltage, comma, HVAC control wiring for the project. 

Uh sundaras. 

So conduit mobile, these wiring, anything to do with HVAC controls. 

 

Cruz Maria   31:26 

OK, perfect. 

And their assignment. 

 

Brendon Burrola   31:30 

I'm sorry. 

For what? 

Ohh UH-569 local 569. 



 

Cruz Maria   31:38 

Perfect. 

OK. 

See. 

No hands raised and nothing currently OHP. 

Jennifer, with 569, does accept in the chat. 

OK. 

And seeing no additional comments or hands, we will move on to Neal Electric. 

So thank you very much, Brandon and Neil, we did cover, I believe at the last. 

Ooh. 

Meeting. 

Yep, they were covered. 

The last meeting, so we will be going over all of Neal's Subs. 

So the first sub is Badger day lighting. 

Is there anyone from Badger or from meal on the call? 

If so, please raise your hand and be recognized. 

OK, so we have David Miller with Neil and Kyle from Badger. 

So Kyle, if I can go ahead and have you read and then David, go ahead and stay on 

the line in case any of the others tears are not on the call. 

 

Kyle Lee   32:37 

That mean this is Kyle. 

Leave about her daylighting. 

We will be performing utility locates or polling for utilities living Hyderabad. 

We assign all work to local 12 operating engineers. 

 

Cruz Maria   32:48 

Perfect. 

Thank you, Kyle. 

And they do accept in the chat. 

Thank you, Kyle. 

And moving on to. 

Oh, digos construction. 

Is there anyone with odigo's on the call? 



If so, please raise your hand. 

OK, seeing no hands, David, if I can go ahead and have you read their scope and 

assignments please. 

 

David Miller   33:14 

Yeah. 

So we have odigo's on site, they're just going to be doing all of our excavation for us, 

trenching and backfill. 

 

Cruz Maria   33:21 

Perfect. 

And the operators do accept in the chat, so the Next up we have power plus and this 

was a special one that went out last week just to they were they were started work 

yesterday. 

It was accepted by the. 

569 But Asia, if you can go ahead and just read your scope and just reiterate what 

you guys will be doing on the site or we're doing. 

 

Isaiah Hobus   33:50 

Yeah, this is Isaiah from part plus. 

We installed some temporary power equipment for the on site job trailers. 

We signed all of our work too, IBEW Local 569. 

 

Cruz Maria   34:00 

Perfect. 

And then they did accept via email and. 

We will now go on to Tygart. 

So is there anyone from Tygart Solar? 

Oh wait, we have a question from Jose Estrada. 

Jose, go ahead. 

 

Jose Estrada   34:22 

Ohh yes, I'm sorry, I was looking at the other scope of concerning the dirt work. 



 

Cruz Maria   34:27 

Como degos? 

 

Jose Estrada   34:29 

Yes, I had a question. 

They'll be using in the on site dump trucks. 

Bob tells or water trucks. 

 

Cruz Maria   34:39 

Dave, would you be able to answer that? 

 

David Miller   34:42 

Yeah, I do not believe they will be doing that. 

 

Jose Estrada   34:45 

All, thank you. 

 

David Miller   34:46 

Yeah. 

 

Cruz Maria   34:48 

Thank you, Jose. 

Thank you, Dave. 

OK, so going down, so we did. 

Ohh tiger. 

OK. 

Is there anyone from Tigard on the call? 

I'm not seeing any hands. 

So Dave, if you can go in and read their scope and their assignments, please. 

 

David Miller   35:10 

Yeah. 

So they'll be doing the solar carport structure for us out there. 



 

Isaiah Hobus   35:12 

Ohh. 

 

Cruz Maria   35:19 

OK, right. 

And their assignments? 

They I believe they have three different, three or four different crews. 

 

David Miller   35:25 

Yeah, uh yeah, it looks like they assigned to 89229 and I can't see the one below that. 

 

Cruz Maria   35:26 

If you can read those. 

Uh, carpool. 

89 again and then 229. 

 

David Miller   35:41 

Uh, yeah, so they they listed out all their specific items in which one of those items 

would go to the appropriate union. 

 

Cruz Maria   35:50 

OK, perfect. 

OK. 

So structural beams are 229, rocking installation is 89. 

The site columns with pedestals are 229 Carport foundation is 89. 

OK. 

And I see hands from Chris Allen. 

Chris, go ahead. 

 

Chris Allen   36:16 

Mr Alan, Western States Regional Council of carpenters. 

Question for the contractors. 

They're concrete formwork associated with this, as well as the setting of embedded 

items like anchor bolts. 



 

David Miller   36:30 

You know, those are good questions. 

I I honestly don't have the answer for that. 

I would prefer tightener to be on the phone call answering those questions, so I'm 

not sure. 

 

Chris Allen   36:39 

At this time, the carpenters are gonna claim all concrete formwork and the setting 

and installation of embedded items like anchor bolts. 

I would like to request a markup meeting or push this contractor to the next pre job. 

That way we can get the proper information so we can follow the process. 

 

Cruz Maria   36:57 

OK, noted. 

We will add that to the meeting minutes and make sure to contact the contractor 

with that concern to clarify. 

And then Cruz Ramos, go ahead. 

Your mic as many people. 

 

Cruz Ramos Cement Masons Local 500/744   37:10 

Yeah. 

Hello everyone, this is Cruz rolls with the small Masons local 500 Area 744. 

My question is, will there? 

I heard foundation so I I I'm pretty sure you guys will be finishing of concrete. 

 

Isaiah Hobus   37:18 

Let me show you how to and since there's no solid and myself, sorry about that. 

 

Cruz Ramos Cement Masons Local 500/744   37:23 

They'll be finishing of concrete above subgrade. 

 

Isaiah Hobus   37:26 

It's copy of yourself now when you do. 



 

Cruz Ramos Cement Masons Local 500/744   37:29 

Hello. 

Hello. 

 

Cruz Maria   37:32 

David, did you hear the question? 

 

David Miller   37:34 

No, I there was several voices going on all at the same time right there. 

I don't know if anyone else hear that, but I could not understand them. 

 

Cruz Ramos Cement Masons Local 500/744   37:38 

Yeah. 

Yeah. 

This is, yeah, David, this is Cruz Ramos with the summations. 

Local 500 Area 744. 

So I take it there will be some finishing of concrete above subgrade, and there's a 

foundations and and those right for those foundations. 

 

David Miller   37:55 

Yeah, I would. 

I would think that honestly, I prefer tighter to be on this and there there's scope isn't 

until next summer, so maybe maybe it's best we push them to the next reference. 

 

Cruz Ramos Cement Masons Local 500/744   38:05 

Yeah, you know what? 

I I I'm in agreement with Chris Allen from the Carpenters that we I'm requesting also 

another markup meeting to get more clarification on this scope of work from Tiger 

please. 

 

David Miller   38:20 

I I agree. 

 

Cruz Maria   38:20 



OK. 

Absolutely. 

OK, so after this meeting I will send out an email copying Dave and of course staff 

and just noting the two concerns so far potentially 3 with Jennifer and the questions. 

And then at that point, if we need to revise the form, we will return the form and they 

will be part of the next meeting. 

 

David Miller   38:42 

Got it. 

Thank you. 

 

Cruz Maria   38:43 

Thank you. 

And then, Jennifer, go ahead with Jennifer Wilson. 

 

Jennifer Wilson   38:48 

Thanks Maria. 

This is John from Local 569. 

I heard that they're gonna do this structural and stuff for the solar. 

I just wanna make sure who's installing any of the solar panel so that Neil David. 

 

David Miller   39:00 

Yeah, no. 

Yeah, the panels are all meat, so I'll be putting those in. 

I'll us we'll be putting those in writing them up with with our 569 members. 

 

Jennifer Wilson   39:05 

Perfect. 

Thank you. 

 

David Miller   39:11 

You're welcome. 

 

Cruz Maria   39:12 

Perfect. 



Thank you, Jennifer. 

And then in the chat for the point of concrete, the laborers did accept. 

And the chat the ironworkers did accept installation of of the iron columns. 

Laborers did, except for the call, come carport, racking materials. 

And then the installation of structural support beams. 

So again, for this particular contractor TYGERT, we will be sending out an email of 

clarification and potentially returning the form to them to add the additional scopes 

of work and assignments. 

 

David Miller   39:49 

Thank you. 

 

Cruz Maria   39:49 

Tygart will also yeah be having three tier Subs under them who have not started their 

forms. 

That's gonna be F3 and associates ground penetrating radar and Olivia's foundation 

drilling. 

So those will be covered in the next meeting as well. 

So our next tier is cable pipe and leak. 

Do we have anybody from cable pipe and leak on the call? 

There we go. 

OK. 

Chris, I see your hand up Chris Allen. 

Do you have another question for us? 

Nope. 

 

Chris Allen   40:22 

Sorry about that. 

 

Cruz Maria   40:22 

OK. 

No, that's OK. 

So David, since nobody from cable pipe and link rose your hand, if you can go ahead 

and read their scope and assignments please. 



 

David Miller   40:31 

OK. 

Yeah, they were on a few minutes ago for somebody else. 

There is doing mark out for us, so utility markout. 

 

Cruz Maria   40:35 

Yeah. 

OK, perfect. 

And then just who are they assigning that to? 

 

David Miller   40:43 

It looks like local 89. 

 

Cruz Maria   40:46 

Perfect. 

OK, seeing no hands raised, local 89 does accept in the chat and I believe that is the 

last one for you guys. 

Dave, thank you very much. 

And like I said, we will be following up with that email on tygert. 

 

David Miller   41:03 

Appreciate you. 

 

Cruz Maria   41:03 

The next step? 

 

David Miller   41:03 

Thank you. 

 

Cruz Maria   41:04 

Yeah. 

Thanks, Dave. 

Next up is the Neville Group. 

Do we have anybody from the Neville Group? 



Umm on the call? 

If so, please raise your hand and be recognized. 

Seeing no hands stuff. 

If I can go ahead and have you read their scope and then they're assignments. 

 

Stephanie Valasek   41:25 

Alright, so Neville will be performing the cement plastering and they have selected 

plasters, 1414 carpenters 619 and plasters local 200. 

 

Cruz Maria   41:39 

Perfect. 

Thank you. 

OK. 

And I have a hand from Carlos Ponce. 

Carlos, you're Mic has been enabled. 

Go ahead. 

 

Carlos Ponce Plasteres Local 200    41:50 

Yes, good morning. 

This is Carlos sponsor with Blaster Local 200 and I accept the scope of work from. 

Where's the company? 

 

Stephanie Valasek   42:01 

Neville. 

 

Cruz Maria   42:01 

Neville, yeah. 

 

Carlos Ponce Plasteres Local 200    42:02 

Never group, never Ng IMG. 

 

Stephanie Valasek   42:03 

Space. 



 

Carlos Ponce Plasteres Local 200    42:04 

I yeah. 

 

Cruz Maria   42:05 

He thank you, Carlos. 

 

Carlos Ponce Plasteres Local 200    42:05 

Thank you. 

 

Cruz Maria   42:08 

And then Christopher Allen, go ahead. 

 

Chris Allen   42:12 

Chris Rowen, Western States Regional Council of carpenters. 

We accept all working assignments from our signatory contractor for the lab. 

The trims. 

We're gonna put a plate claim for record only on the plaster. 

Thank you. 

 

Cruz Maria   42:25 

OK, we'll get that noted in the meeting minutes. 

And then our local 89 accepts the assignment, I believe for 1414 for the mixing and 

cleaning. 

Is that correct? 

Sergio, just for clarification. 

Yes. 

OK. Perfect. 

Alright, seen no additional hands and nothing additional in the chat, we will move on 

to Nevilles tier commercial scaffolding. 

Do we have anybody with commercial scaffolding scaffolding on the call? 

OK, seeing no hands staff. 

If I can have you read theirs, and I know on this one they got a little bit happy with 

the assignments and they put the carpenters several several times. 

So it's all the same work just one time. 



 

Stephanie Valasek   43:18 

Yeah. 

So they they will be doing the scaffolding for Neville and 619. 

 

Cruz Maria   43:23 

Perfect. 

And then let me see. 

OK, seeing no additional hands, 619 does accept the work in the chat and we will go 

ahead and move on to PGC. 

Construction. 

Is there anyone, Timothy? 

There we go. 

OK, Timothy, your mic is enabled. 

If you can go ahead and unmute yourself. 

 

Carlos Ponce Plasteres Local 200    43:45 

OK. 

 

Cruz Maria   43:50 

Timothy Chapman. 

If you're not able to unmute yourself, that's fine. 

We can have stuff read for you and then if there's any questions, you can add it in 

the chat for us. 

So staff, if you can go ahead and read for PGC. 

 

Stephanie Valasek   44:10 

Yes, Sir. 

PGC will be completing our sheet metal flashing and trim and they have selected the 

sheet metal workers local 206. 

 

Cruz Maria   44:19 

OK, OK, seeing no hands and nothing in the chat, we will go ahead and note this one 

as final and accepted. 

And we have Stephanie Farley. 



Stephanie, you're. 

Please unmute yourself. 

 

Stefanie Farley   44:38 

Hi. 

Hi there, this is Stephanie Farley from PGC construction. 

And yes, signatory to local 206. 

And yes, she metal flashing and trim. 

 

Cruz Maria   44:53 

Perfect. 

Thank you. 

OK, there were no comments or questions. 

The wheel. 

Go ahead and move on to play foundations. 

Is there anybody from play foundations on the call? 

If so, please raise your hand and be recognized. 

There we go. 

Bill build your mic has been enabled. 

If you can unmute yourself. 

 

Bill Weigel   45:18 

Hello, can you hear me? 

 

Stephanie Valasek   45:22 

Yes, we can hear you. 

 

Cruz Maria   45:22 

Go ahead, Bill, we can hear you. 

 

Bill Weigel   45:26 

Hi, this is Billy play foundations. 

We will be doing the athletic equipment and pre engineered shade install and we 

assigned our work to laborers local 89. 



 

Cruz Maria   45:38 

It and we have a hand from Sarkis Mcclement. 

Sarkis, go ahead. 

 

Sarkis McClement   45:44 

He has a Sarkis from the operators. 

Hey, Bill, are you gonna be using any equipment on this project or is it all gonna be 

just installation? 

 

Bill Weigel   45:51 

I believe this one installed, but if we end up having to do any any equipment, we 

would definitely assign them to you guys. 

 

Sarkis McClement   45:57 

Yeah, 10, four. 

 

Bill Weigel   45:57 

I just have to. 

 

Sarkis McClement   45:57 

I just just wanted to know. 

I know usually the last couple schools you've you've used us and that's why I just 

want a little clarification brother. 

Thank you. 

 

Bill Weigel   46:04 

You got it. 

 

Cruz Maria   46:05 

Thank you, Sir. 

Chris Christopher Allen, go ahead. 

 

Chris Allen   46:09 



Christopher Allen, Western States Regional Council partners. 

Hey Bill, is there any concrete form work associated with your scope? 

 

Bill Weigel   46:17 

Not on this project. 

It's all in ground. 

 

Chris Allen   46:19 

Right on. 

Thank you very much. 

 

Cruz Maria   46:22 

Perfect Cruise Ramos go ahead. 

Ohh Cruise just stepped up. 

 

Cruz Ramos Cement Masons Local 500/744   46:26 

Now he already he already answered it. 

Thank you. 

 

Cruz Maria   46:29 

OK. 

Thank you. 

Cruise. 

OK. 

And in the chat, the laborers did accept the work. 

So thank you and thank you, Bill. 

We will now move on to preferred ceilings. 

Is there anybody in attendance from preferred ceilings? 

If so, please raise your hand to be recognized. 

Erica, your mic has been enabled. 

Go ahead and unmute yourself. 

Erica, if you can unmute yourself if you can't, we'll go ahead and have Stephanie read 

from you and then any questions out right there. 

Sorry, don't have a mic. 



Preferred silence. 

So Stephanie, if I can go ahead and have you read this for them? 

 

Stephanie Valasek   47:13 

Yes, preferred ceilings will be completing the furnish and install of all new acoustical 

ceiling tiles and grid per the finished schedule and reflected ceiling plans and they 

have selected carpenters local 619. 

 

Cruz Maria   47:25 

Perfect in 619 has accepted in the chat. 

So seeing no additional hands or comments. 

Thank you, Erica. 

And we will move on to progressive surface solutions. 

Is there anybody here from progressive surface solutions? 

Jeffrey. 

Jeffrey, your mic has been enabled. 

Go ahead and unmute yourself. 

And if you can unmute yourself. 

 

Jeffrey Razook   47:50 

Can you hear me? 

 

Cruz Maria   47:51 

Yep, loud and clear. 

 

Jeffrey Razook   47:53 

OK, perfect. 

OK. 

Yeah, we're our scope is the ceramic tile carpet. 

Resilient LVT, rubber based and we are signatory with a BAC Local 4 for the ceramic 

tile and local 1399 for the soft flooring. 

 

Cruz Maria   48:11 

OK. 

And then just looking at your form, currently you only have the the 1399 listed, so I 



can actually return this form to you to add the local 4 and and then the 1399 does 

accept this assignment. 

 

Jeffrey Razook   48:21 

OK. 

 

Cruz Maria   48:26 

So we'll go ahead and return that and then you could just add the local floor for tile 

and then if local four wants to accept that work, they can do it now. 

 

Jeffrey Razook   48:26 

OK. 

OK, fantastic. 

 

Cruz Maria   48:36 

And this way when the assignment has been added, we can just note that in the 

system. 

 

Jeffrey Razook   48:40 

OK, great. 

 

Cruz Maria   48:42 

Alright. 

Well, thank you. 

That will be coming shortly after this meeting. 

 

Jeffrey Razook   48:47 

OK. 

 

Cruz Maria   48:47 

Umm. 

And the third I see no additional hands. 

Local 4 does accept, so that will be nice, quick and easy. 

Alright. 



Well, thank you, Jeffrey. 

And we'll move on to RP Engineering. 

 

Jeffrey Razook   48:57 

You're welcome. 

 

Cruz Maria   48:59 

Appreciate your time. 

 

Jeffrey Razook   49:00 

No prob. 

 

Cruz Maria   49:02 

So our AP was in the last meeting. 

This is for their tier, sub Kelly Gee striping. 

Do we have anyone from Kelly on the call, please raise your hand and be recognized? 

So Denise. Umm. 

Ohh Denise, I think I last year. 

Denise, if you can raise your hand, there you go. 

OK, so your mic has been enabled. 

If you can go ahead and unmute yourself. 

And if you're having any kind of mic troubles, Denise, just let us know when the chat. 

 

Denise   49:41 

Yes, hello. 

 

Cruz Maria   49:42 

Cammy out. 

There you go. 

OK. 

I can hear you loud and clear if you can go ahead and read your scope and your 

assignment. 

 

Denise   49:46 

Perfect. 



We are doing the striping slurry ceiling. 

That basic work, I guess that's it. 

I haven't really been totally updated, but my understanding is just the striping and 

slurry ceiling and we are with local 1184. 

 

Cruz Maria   49:59 

He. 

OK. 

Perfect. 

Thank you. 

I see no additional hands and 1184 does accept in the chat. 

So thank you, Denise. 

That's all. 

 

Denise   50:15 

Absolutely. 

 

Cruz Maria   50:15 

And we can and thank you, Tamra, who's also on the call. 

And we can move on to San Diego paint pros. 

Do we have anybody with San Diego paint pros on the call? 

Hannah. 

Cannot your mic has been enabled? 

If you can go ahead and unmute yourself. 

 

Hannah Green   50:32 

Ohh Hannah Green Chandigarh paint prose. 

We'll be handling the interior and exterior painting and we are with painters local 

1399. 

 

Cruz Maria   50:43 

Perfect. 

Thank you. 

And 1399 does accept. 

Something you hear see. 



No. 

Excuse me. 

See, no hands are additional questions. 

We'll move on. 

Does San Diego Steel Solutions do we have anyone with San Diego Steel solutions 

on the call, please raise your hand. 

Excuse me. 

OK. 

Josie, your mic has been enabled. 

If you can unmute yourself. 

And if you're having any kind of mic. 

 

Ethridge Todd   51:29 

Hey, Josie. 

Josie doesn't have a mic. 

 

Cruz Maria   51:31 

Ohh. 

 

Ethridge Todd   51:32 

It looks like we're. 

 

Cruz Maria   51:32 

OK. Thank you. 

So staff, if you can go ahead and read for Josie. 

 

Stephanie Valasek   51:38 

Yes, I think did we already go through Sandigo steel solutions in the last one, we may 

just need to do their sub tiers. 

 

Cruz Maria   51:44 

Ohh, I think you're right, because all of these already say final alright, so let's go to 

San Diego concrete pumping. 



 

Stephanie Valasek   51:45 

I could be wrong on that. 

 

Cruz Maria   51:51 

Ohh, that figures. 

Hold on one second, a quick technical glitch. 

 

Stephanie Valasek   51:53 

Umm. 

 

Cruz Maria   52:12 

And we are down here, San Diego. 

OK. 

San Diego concrete pumping. 

OK, if you can go ahead and read their scope and who their, their crews and who 

they're assigning it to. 

 

Stephanie Valasek   52:30 

So San Diego, concrete pumping will be a sub tier to San Diego Steel for pumping up 

concrete and has selected the operating engineers local 12, the laborers local 89 as 

well. 

 

Cruz Maria   52:44 

Perfect. 

OK. 

And seeing no additional hands, Local 89 has accepted in the chat and. 

Uh Local 500 did accept all work from San Diego Steel Solutions just to confirm from 

the last meeting. 

And again, no hands, no additional in the chat. 

So we'll go ahead and Mark operators as final and accepted as well. 

OK, Next up is the San Diego Steel erectors. 

 

Stephanie Valasek   53:18 

OK. 



 

Cruz Maria   53:18 

And. 

 

Stephanie Valasek   53:18 

So, Cindy, go steel erectors will be performing the installation of structural steel, 

fabricated metal, metals, pipe and tube and metal railings and they have selected the 

iron workers local 229. 

 

Cruz Maria   53:32 

Perfect. 

OK. 

And seeing no additional hands. 

We're going to go ahead and mark this as accepted in final as there are no additional 

comments and 229 does accept the work assignment in the track. 

Alright. 

Well, thank you, Josie. 

And we'll now move on to standard drywall. 

Mike, your mic has been enabled. 

Oh, we just lost, Mike. 

Standard drywall. 

Do we have anybody from standard drywall? 

OK. 

So Mike, your microphone has been enabled. 

If you can unmute yourself. 

 

Mike Rahn   54:20 

It's OK. 

This is Mike. 

With standard drywall, we're local signature Tory to local 619. 

Our scope of work performed gonna be framing and drywall. 

 

Cruz Maria   54:33 

Perfect. 

I'm seeing no hands. 



619 does accept the work assignments in the chat. 

Thank you, Mike. 

And we will move on to VB. 

Engineering. 

Is there anybody with VB on the call? 

Please raise your hand and be recognized. 

If not, staff go ahead and read. 

 

Stephanie Valasek   54:57 

I believe VB being vet builders was accepted in the last meeting, so it might just be 

for their supplier solid structures. 

 

Cruz Maria   55:02 

Sorry. 

Yeah, sorry about that. 

OK, solid structures is up. 

Do we have anybody from solid structures on the call? 

OK. 

See no hands if you can go ahead and read for solid structures please. 

 

Stephanie Valasek   55:19 

Yes, they have listed their scope as build and poor structural concrete for storm 

drains and have selected carpenters local 619 and the cement Masons Local 500. 

 

Cruz Maria   55:32 

OK. 

And Sarkis go ahead. 

 

Sarkis McClement   55:36 

He has a Sarkis from the operators. 

I know solid structures is in on the call, but I did have a question as to how they were 

gonna be poor in their concrete if they were gonna tailgate or if they were gonna be 

using a pump. 

 

Cruz Maria   55:47 



OK. 

We will get that noted. 

 

Stephanie Valasek   55:47 

I don't know. 

 

Cruz Maria   55:49 

Ohh sorry staff, do you know? 

 

Stephanie Valasek   55:50 

I'll just say I'll pass that question along to them. 

 

Cruz Maria   55:53 

OK, perfect. 

 

Sarkis McClement   55:54 

What? 

 

Cruz Maria   55:55 

So the GCC will pass the question along to the contractor just to make sure, and then 

we'll send out the the response back to the the whole team. 

 

Sarkis McClement   55:57 

We are going to do. 

It looks. 

It looks like like uh, rosio Hicks is on this. 

I see her popping up in the chat because she's giving out her her assignments. 

 

Cruz Maria   56:13 

Oh, there she is. 

I cannot hear you. Mm-hmm. 

OK, so rosio can you can you answer the local 12 question regarding how you're 

going to be doing the pumping in the chat? 



 

Sarkis McClement   56:18 

So if yeah. 

 

Stephanie Valasek   56:25 

Looks like they may not be able to hear us, so it maybe you can type the question in 

the chat they could answer from there. 

 

Sarkis McClement   56:28 

Ohh. 

I'll type that in. 

 

Cruz Maria   56:32 

So, Keith, OK was gonna say, do you have access? 

OK. 

And then, uh local 89 does clean the place in the concrete. 

So we will add that into the Minutes. 

And then get clarification from Rosie all as well. 

OK. 

And then hopefully we'll see O still on the line and can respond to those. 

 

Sarkis McClement   57:44 

Maria, you can continue on and we can just just wait for their response. 

If if you need to keep going. 

 

Cruz Maria   57:49 

OK. 

We have one contractor like, OK, she's responded. 

I am not sure at this moment, but we can use Marley concrete pumping to pour. 

 

Sarkis McClement   57:59 

Ohh well if I mean if they're gonna use Murley, they're signatory to us. 

That's fantastic. 

We'll just have to run them through a pre job. 



 

Stephanie Valasek   58:06 

If they ended up being added, we'll we'll make sure that's included. 

 

Cruz Maria   58:06 

OK. 

So let me just. 

 

Sarkis McClement   58:10 

10 four thank you guys. 

 

Stephanie Valasek   58:12 

Thank you. 

 

Cruz Maria   58:14 

And then or San Diego concrete pumping, they are already here. 

 

Sarkis McClement   58:19 

Either one of those companies works fantastic for local 12. 

Thank you very much. 

 

Cruz Maria   58:24 

Alright, I'm just typing back to her. 

We'll just need to add them as a tier. 

And get them set up. 

OK. 

All right. 

Perfect. 

And then umm, we have one contractor left and that is going oh wait the 619. 

So let's see. 

So Chris claims the concrete placing. 

UM, not sure my so with the concrete placing would merely or San Diego pumping 

be covered by the 89 as well or just the 12? 

Just for clarification, so when we have them redo this form. 



 

Sarkis McClement   59:10 

So the actual operation of the pump would be local 12 and then the laborers would 

be at the end of the hose, actually work in the system. 

So it is a composite crew and you know both of those contractors, whether it's San 

Diego concrete pumping or Murley, they both know which way to put their their 

assignments merely only pumps. 

So they'll just put us and then usually local 89 guy with the concrete sub grabs the 

end of the hose and works the system. 

 

Cruz Maria   59:36 

OK, perfect. 

And then she did note we are going to be placing the concrete. 

So I'm just letting her know back that we'll need to her to add that into their form. 

So this form will be returned to her for the additional clarification of tiers and the 

additional work of placing of concrete. 

Alright, thank you everybody. 

Now our last contractor is WS Clem contractor. 

Do we have anybody with WS claim on the line? 

If so, hi, feel Tran with claim we are performing rough carpentry using local 619. 

OK, so there are in the chat so with that. 

I do not see any hands rest yellow. 

I will speak with their office for process, OK? 

In Russia was gonna speak with her office. 

Christopher Allen, go ahead. 

 

Chris Allen   1:00:27 

Just for all in Western States Regional Council conference, we accept all work 

assignments from our city, Tory contractor, WS Clinton. 

Thank you. 

 

Cruz Maria   1:00:35 

Perfect. 

Thank you. 

Alright. 



And that concludes all of our contractors that are currently listed as submitting the 

their forms as of today, if we have any contractors on the call who have not been 

called and reviewed, please raise your hand and we can check your forms out to see 

why either they were missed or if they're not complete. 

But they are now if there are no contractors on the call, if there's any questions for 

the GCC, we will be scheduling a subsequent meeting to review those items that 

were needing attention as well as the remaining contractors staff. 

When do you think we'll be able to handle that meeting or schedule that meeting 

for? 

 

Stephanie Valasek   1:01:18 

Umm, ideally soon. 

I'm thinking probably within the coming weeks here just to get this knocked out. 

 

Cruz Maria   1:01:25 

OK, perfect. 

All right. 

So we'll be doing an update of the next meeting as well as updates regarding the 

areas of concern that were discussed during the meeting and returning forms once 

those forms have been resubmitted, we will push those out and look for the 

acceptances. 

I thank you everybody for your patience and your time. 

I really appreciate it. 

And again, if you have any questions, just let us know. 

Have a great day and we'll see you at the next one. 

 

Sarkis McClement   1:01:53 

Thank you, Maria. 

 

Patrick Davidson   1:01:53 

Thank you. 

 

Stephanie Foy   1:01:53 

I think, yeah. 



 

Cruz Maria   1:01:54 

Thank you. 

 

Stephanie Valasek   1:01:55 

Thank you. 

 

Cruz Maria stopped transcription 


